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WASHINGTON: US job gains were unexpectedly 
robust in November despite efforts to cool the 
economy, while unemployment held steady and 
wages ticked up, the government reported Friday. 
The figures provide little relief to officials who have 
been fighting to tamp down decades-high inflation 
amid concerns that elevated costs could become 
entrenched. 

The world’s biggest economy added 263,000 
jobs in November, Labor Department data 
showed, down from a revised 284,000 figure in 
October. The unemployment rate remained low at 
3.7 percent. 

The US central bank has raised its benchmark 
interest rate multiple times this year to ease 
demand, with higher lending costs making it more 
pricey to borrow funds to buy cars and homes, or 
expand businesses. While such policy tightening 
may ordinarily lead to job losses, economists have 
noted that firms are reluctant to shed workers 
they may have struggled to find since the Covid-
19 outbreak. 

Demand remains resilient as well, with recent 
data showing that household spending picked up in 
October, another reason for firms to avoid job cuts. 
Average hourly earnings for private sector workers 
rose 18 cents to $32.82 last month and over the last 
12 months, wages have grown 5.1 percent, accord-
ing to Friday’s data. The report also said there were 
notable job gains in leisure and hospitality, health 
care as well as in government. 

But employment dipped in retail trade, and in 
transportation and warehousing. 

Noting the uptick in wages, President Joe Biden 
told reporters Friday that things are “moving in the 
right direction.” 

‘Far too hot’  
Although the interest-sensitive housing sector 

has slowed on the Federal Reserve’s rate hikes and 
there have been job cuts in tech, economic activity 
has generally remained resilient. The labor market 
“remains far too hot for the Fed,” said ING econo-
mist James Knightley in an analysis. Tightness in 
the jobs market, as firms compete to find and retain 
workers, has implications on rising wages-and 
these add to the costs of delivering services. 

Meanwhile the jobless rate was steady as labor 
participation, which is still below pre-pandemic 
levels, fell once more, Knightley said. “Overall, the 
data are signaling ongoing positive momentum in 
job growth and still-elevated wages,” said Rubeela 
Farooqi of High Frequency Economics in a note. 

Richmond Fed President Thomas Barkin cau-
tioned in a separate speech Friday that the US may 
be moving into an environment where labor supply 
is constrained for a longer time, adding to price 
pressures. Analysts believe the latest data supports 
further tightening of monetary policy by the US 
central bank, sending US stocks lower. 

 
Steep rate hikes  

While the Fed has signaled this week it might be 
time to moderate its aggressive campaign to cool the 
economy, there remain questions over how much 
higher rates have to go to bring inflation under con-
trol, said Fed Chair Jerome Powell. The central bank 
has raised borrowing rates six times this year in 
hopes of easing demand, including four steep rate 
hikes, while walking a fine line to avoid tipping the 
economy into a recession. A tight labor market has 
limited hiring ahead of the holiday season, but 
“employers are also hiring more cautiously” given 

uncertainty over the strength of consumer spending, 
said Sophia Koropeckyj of Moody’s Analytics. 

Some industries have been pulling back, though 
not necessarily letting go of workers, in part 
explaining the low jobless rate, she added. The 
trend of wage increases appears stable, but ana-
lysts have been “hoping to see a clear softening,” 

said Ian Shepherdson of Pantheon 
Macroeconomics. 

“Even if inflation drops faster than expected 
over the next few months,” he said, policymakers 
“will be worried about a rebound in the second 
half of 2023 and beyond if wage growth does not 
slow.”  —AFP

US hiring tops expectations in  
November as wages pick up

World’s biggest economy adds 263,000 jobs in November

 

CBK: Growing banking  
services offered to  
special needs people 

 
KUWAIT: To enhance financial inclusion and care 
to offer customers with special needs access to 
banking and financial services, Central Bank of 
Kuwait marks the International Day of Persons with 
Disabilities observed annually on December 3. 

A statement by the CBK noted that the number 
of bank branches equipped to serve people with 
special needs reached 62 branches during the 9-
month period of 2022. Meanwhile, the number of 
employees, who interpret sign language in those 
branches increased by 28 percent to reach 359 
employees, and the number of ATMs installed 
accessible to people with special needs increased 
to 66. The CBK issued in mid-2015 its instructions 
regarding banking services provided by Kuwaiti 
banks to people with special needs to provide 
them with clear and easy access to banking and 
financial services. 

The said instructions require banks to select at 
least one branch in each governorate in the State of 
Kuwait to provide banking services for people with 
special needs beside its normal activities, and allo-
cate at least one ATM equipped with voice guid-
ance and a Braille keyboard. A bank is also 
required to train some of its employees in sign lan-
guage, or appoint specialists in this language in the 
branch. The instructions also require banks to pro-
vide easy access for the customers using wheel-
chairs to ATMs. In addition, account statements 
and notifications for visually impaired customers 
should be printed in Braille. Modern and secure 
technological programs such as screen readers, 
electronic fingerprints, and mobile phone programs 
should be available to help them perform banking 
transactions, considering the security requirements 
in managing the account, and informing customers 
with special needs, through the appropriate means 
of communication, of all rights, obligations, risks 
and the other requirements before providing them 
with any banking services.  

The CBK concluded its statement by affirming 
its care and keenness to ensure that customers 
with special needs access all financial and banking 
services that suit their needs and protect their 
rights, stressing on its vigorous monitoring of the 
Kuwaiti banks’ compliance with instructions issued 
in this regard.

GARDEN GROVE: In this file photo taken on July 08, 2022, a family walks past a “Hiring” sign at a McDonald’s restaurant 
in Garden Grove, California. US job gains were unexpectedly robust in November despite efforts to cool the economy, 
while unemployment held steady and wages ticked up, the government reported on December 2, 2022. —AFP

US green plan should  
be ‘wake-up call’ 
for Europe: France 

 
PARIS: French Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire 
on Friday said Washington’s $430 billion plan to 
spur climate-friendly technologies in the United 
States must be seen as a wake-up call for Europe. 
The EU “must be able to sweep in front of our own 
door” before worrying about the effects of the US 
climate plan on European industry, Le Maire told 
AFP in Washington, where he was part of French 
President Emmanuel Macron’s US state visit. Even 

though the EU has already “changed its approach” 
on promoting green industry, the US climate plan 
must be seen as a “wake-up call” in the European 
Union, he added. 

Le Maire’s comments came as EU countries have 
poured criticism on Washington’s landmark Inflation 
Reduction Act (IRA), seeing it as anti-competitive 
and a threat to European jobs, especially in the 
energy and auto sectors. The act, designed to accel-
erate the US transition to a low-carbon economy, 
contains around $370 billion in subsidies for green 
energy as well as tax cuts for US-made electric cars 
and batteries. Macron on Wednesday slammed the 
plan’s “Made in USA” provisions as “super aggres-
sive” for European businesses. But at a joint press 
conference with Macron, Biden said that he and the 
French leader had agreed to “discuss practical steps 

to coordinate and align our approaches”, though he 
said he would not apologize for the US plan. 

Biden added the IRA was never intended to dis-
advantage any US allies. Last month, EU Internal 
Market Commissioner Thierry Breton threatened to 
appeal to the World Trade Organization and consid-
er “retaliatory measures” if the United States did not 
reverse its subsidies. Le Maire also criticized the 
EU’s own climate spending plans, arguing that they 
were too cumbersome and loaded with red tape. 

“If the ambition is the same” as the Europeans, 
the United States relies on methods that “are sim-
pler and faster”, he said. “They put immediate and 
massive tax credits where we provide state aid (to 
specific projects) which sometimes take two years 
to be adopted and are too complex to implement,” 
said Le Maire. —AFP

Musk’s free  
speech absolutism  
‘a fantasy’ 

 
SAN FRANCISCO: The limits of Elon Musk’s 
self-professed “free speech absolutism” were 
laid bare, critics said, by his decision to ban 
rapper Kanye West from Twitter over his latest 
anti-Semitic outburst. 

Musk claims to be engaged in “a battle for 
the future of civilization. “If free speech is lost 
even in America, tyranny is all that lies ahead,” 
he tweeted last  week. In pract ice, this  has 
meant gutting his team of moderators and rein-
stating controversial figures such as Donald 
Trump, who was banned for inciting violence 
with his false claims about election fraud. 

Nevertheless, Musk’s claim to be a free-speech 
absolutist-including a mooted “general amnesty” 
for suspended accounts-was always going to 
struggle to survive the clash with reality, and par-
ticularly the clash with West (officially known as 
Ye), who has mounted an increasingly vociferous 
campaign of anti-Semitic outbursts in recent 
weeks. The final straw for Musk was West’s tweet 
showing a Nazi swastika interlaced with a Star of 
David. It followed an interview with conspiracy 
theorist Alex Jones, in which he declared his 
“love” of the Nazis and admiration for Adolf Hitler. 

 
‘Half-baked’ philosophy  

“The problem is that Elon Musk has a half-
baked free speech phi losophy,” said Jacob 

Mchangama, author of “Free Speech: A History 
From Socrates to Social Media”. “Sometimes he 
talks about total freedom of speech, sometimes 
about respecting the law. But of course laws 
are very dif ferent  around the world where 
Twitter is present. 

“Some of the things (West) has said would 
arguably be punishable in court in Europe, espe-
cial ly in France.” Musk’s takeover led to an 
immediate spike in hate content-up 25 to 30 
percent, according to Bodyguard, which works 
to protect individuals from online attacks. The 
numbers have fallen since, but remain 10-15 per-
cent above long-run levels, founder Charles 
Cohen told AFP. Musk’s vision of free speech 
was “not technically, economically or ethically 
viable”, he added. 

And while West’s tweets might have been 
policed by the boss himself, Asma Mhalla, of 
Sciences Po university in Paris, argued: “The 
industrial-level moderation needed for the net-
work is now completely lacking.” Few believe 
total freedom of speech is possible for a private 
platform that relies on advertising. 

 
Absolutism ‘fantasy’  

“So-called free-speech absolutism is just a 
fantasy,” said influential podcaster Sam Harris 
earlier this week on his “Making Sense” show. 
“Almost no one really holds that position even 
when they espouse it.” Some level of content 
moderat ion  was  needed to  s top p lat forms 
tu rn ing  i n to  “a  d ig i t a l  sewer” ,  he  sa id . 
“Contrary to what most people think, it’s legal 
to shout ‘fire’ in a crowded theatre-but would-
n ’t  we  wan t  t he  owner  o f  t ha t  t hea t re  to 
remove someone who was shouting that over 

and over again?” Harris said. 
Mchangama said he did not believe West’s 

comments actually amounted to inciting vio-
lence, not least because the rapper has a well-
documented h is tory of  menta l  i l lness  that 
appears to be fuelling his erratic behavior. “He 
seems profoundly disturbed rather than trying to 
organise violence against Jews,” Mchangama 
said. He would also like to see more creative 
solutions. 

“The best way forward is to empower users to 
filter more of what they don’t like rather than 
have governments or big tech make these deci-
sions at a centralized level,” he said. 

“You can’t have free speech absolutism... but 
you should err on the side of free speech and 
there are ways that Musk could have done it. 
“But he’s been chaotic and has not made a per-
suasive case for the skeptics.” —AFP

Social app Parler  
says sale to Kanye  
West called off 

 
NEW YORK: Social network Parler announced 
Thursday that its planned sale to Kanye West has been 
called off, as the rapper-businessman now known as Ye 
continues to alienate fans and commercial partners with 
anti-Semitic comments. “Parlement Technologies would 
like to confirm that the company has mutually agreed 
with Ye to terminate the intent of sale of Parler,” the 
network — seen as a home for online extremist rhetoric 
— said in a tweet. It said the decision was made “in 
the interest of both parties in mid-November.” 

Parler had announced a deal for West to buy the 
platform popular with conservatives in mid-October 
— just over a week after the rapper’s Twitter and 
Instagram accounts were restricted over anti-Semitic 
posts he made. But the rapper, who has spoken 
openly about his struggles with mental illness, has 
seen his business relationships crumble in recent 
weeks as his erratic behavior and extreme speech 

continue to raise concerns. 
In perhaps his most provocative outburst to 

date, West on Thursday declared his “love” of 
Nazis and admiration for Adolf Hitler during a ram-
bling livestream with conspiracy theorist Alex 
Jones. The 45-year-old’s restrictions on Twitter and 
Instagram last month were not the first time his 
posts prompted punitive action from major social 
media platforms. —AFP 

WASHINGTON: In this file photo taken on October 11, 2018, 
Kanye West meets with US President Donald Trump in the 
Oval Office of the White House in Washington, DC.  —AFP

WASHINGTON: In this file photo taken on October 4, 2022, a 
phone screen displays a photo of Elon Musk with the Twitter 
logo shown in the background, in Washington, DC.  —AFP

Highway workers  
join latest UK  
staff set to strike 

 
LONDON: The UK was braced for further disrup-
tive strikes after unions representing more public 
and private sector staff, including highway workers, 
on Friday announced new planned action or ballots 
over walkouts. The announcements, which will see 
the highway employees and hundreds of Heathrow 
Airport ground personnel join the growing list of 
staff forming picket lines, come amid a grim winter 
of discontent in Britain. 

Strikes are multiplying across the economy and 
the public sector over pay, as incomes are eroded 
by decades-high inflation and surging consumer 
prices. On Wednesday, ambulance workers joined 
nurses in voting to go on strike ahead of Christmas, 
while security staff for high-speed continental train 
operator Eurostar are also set to walk out this 
month. Numerous other employees, from national 
rail workers to lawyers, have also held strikes this 

year as the country grapples with its worst cost-of-
living crisis in generations and demands for infla-
tion-matching pay rises. 

Now the Public and Commercial Services 
(PCS) union-representing various civil servants 
and other government agency staff-has said 
national highways employees will stage a series of 
staggered strikes from December 16 to January 7. 
It risks bringing the country to a standstill as the 
walkout will coincide with planned strikes by rail-
way workers. 

The action follows 124 government departments 
and other public bodies voting last month for strike 
action over demands for a 10-percent pay rise and 
other issues. 

The PCS said on Tuesday the resulting “first 
wave” of walkouts would see driving examiners and 
rural payment officers at more than 250 venues 
across the UK participate in a month-long series of 
rolling strikes from mid-December. Meanwhile, the 
Unite union on Friday announced around 350 of its 
members working as ground handlers for private 
contractor Menzies at Heathrow will walk out for 72 
hours starting early December 16. Unite said they 
had been offered what amounted to a “real-terms 
pay cut” in salary negotiations. —AFP 


